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Product: Fresh duck eggs, weighing 65-85
grams each, shell colors are white and light
blue.
Pricing: 1-4 dozen, $10 per dozen; 5-9
dozen, $9 per dozen; 10+ dozen, $8 per
dozen. Prices may fluctuate seasonally.
Payment due within 2 weeks of delivery.
Delivery: Delivered by us, weekly or as
requested (scheduling to be arranged).
The Flock and Their Management: The majority of our 47 duck flock are heritage duck
breeds (Runner and Welsh Harlequin), selected for their laying and foraging ability. During
the growing season, our ducks spend their days on pasture, foraging for insects and plants.
Every 7-14 days, we move their paddock to a new part of the pasture. This gives the birds
access to fresh pasture and allows the previous site a chance to recover. Moving the
paddocks around gives the ducks access to plenty of quality forage, while at the same time
their manure fertilizes the paddock so that the pasture re-grows vigorously once the ducks
move on. This is beneficial for both the birds and the pasture. In addition to the food they
find on their own, we also offer them supplemental commercially-prepared feeds which are
USDA-certified organic, GMO-free and soy-free. During the Winter, we keep them in a yard
near the duck house, and add sprouted organic barley and field peas to their usual ration.
The Farm: Established in 2014 on the largest remaining remnant of an old dairy farm in
Kensington, The Emergent Farm is a production landscape in transition. For many years,
the majority of the property has been in hay production. This remains the case. However,
we are incrementally integrating new productive elements into the landscape in order to
bring fresh and exciting products to market. The first of these projects is our pastureraised layer duck flock. As that project matures, we will be exploring new systems. We are
particularly interested in developing and evaluating woody perennial-based farming systems
to integrate with pastured poultry and livestock production. Watch for our paw-paws,
hazelnuts and persimmons in the future!
Our Ideals: We approach this enterprise with a
strong sense of responsibility to the land and to the
community. We are committed to designing
production systems which fuel a profitable
business. However, it is also crucial that these
systems restore and strengthen ecosystem
functioning, as well as reinforce and expand the
social relationships which bind our communities,
local and beyond.
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